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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
PAYSANDU, URUGAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Father, in the desert of the hearts of men, build Your Temple. Find, among the fragile and wind-
susceptible sands, the rock of consolidation of the union between Your Love and the human
conscience.

In the middle of the distractions of the world and the endless noise that men cause, in order to not
hear Your warnings, receive, O Lord, the cry which is emitted in the silence of a sincere heart.

Your children, many times, do not have the strength to elevate their verb and lift their voice, but in
the depths of their interior, where Your Cosmos finds the microcosm of the human heart, there is
lifted, in silence, the cry of the souls that seek You.

You, who listens to what screams in silence, receive the prayers of those who are weak and make
them strong in You, so that they may rise in Your Name.

To those who recognize their nothingness and find themselves prostrated in their smallness, You,
Lord, will raise them, because they gave you space and permission so that in them no human power
dwell, only the Power that comes from You.

Pull out, from the core of those who cry to You, their most retrograde human condition, and the sin
that lives in their cells, convert it into Original Purity.

Demonstrate Your Grace through the humble, and that in them the proud may find  inspiration and
surrender to You.

Learn to break those who are full of themselves. Learn to surrender to the Lord and you will see the
Spirit arise from the dust and from the Spirit, the New Life.

So be it.

Most Chaste Saint Joseph


